heart of home

you’re prepared for, you can start to think about what
you’d like to change.You don’t need to know how — just
be specific about what’s expendable and what’s “off
limits.” Pay attention to what you don’t want to change
as well as what you do.
Now it’s time to call a professional for help. Fortunately our Lake Simcoe region is blessed with many
highly skilled pros. But be very careful, because much of
the design industry depends upon the integrity of voluntary compliance in a competitive marketplace.

Where to begin
Be crystal clear on what matters to you
before you remodel or renovate your home
by Irene Turnbull

T

here’s no shortage of advice handed out to Lake Simcoe
area homeowners when it comes to remodelling, renovation
or decorating, and some of it is very wise. It’s quite correct
to tell someone to: consider your needs; make a plan; set priorities;
determine a budget; and make wise product choices.
If, however, you don’t know what you need, or how to measure
“reasonable cost” or understand technical standards or recognize
professional credentials, how can you carry out these steps?
More projects fail because of lack of clarity than any other
single reason. From choosing the right people to work with on
your project to communicating your message to suppliers and
trades people, selecting appropriate surface materials and picking
paint colours, you must be crystal clear about what you want to
achieve with your home project.
You don’t have to know how — but you must know why you
want to make a change. Don’t judge whether your expectations
are “right or wrong,” just get clear on what matters to you.
Once you know why you want to make changes, the next step
is to decide the level of commitment you’re prepared to make. How
much do you want to take on and at what cost, both in terms of
disruption to your daily routine and your pocketbook. Are you
looking for cosmetic changes — a bit of“eye candy”to refresh your
existing decor”? Or to improve efficiency of use — such as space
planning? Are you upgrading or refurbishing time-worn or damaged surfaces? Do you want to redefine your home’s interior? Would
you like to tackle your project all at once or in planned stages?
Once you know why and you have an idea of the commitment
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Here are some things you should know…
There are some regulations in place. In addition to
being regulated by Building Code, Safety & Environmental Regulations, the design/building industry is also
regulated by both compulsory licensing and certification
for certain professional and trade classifications, as well
as through voluntary compliance to national and international standards for materials testing and performance methods.
This means that when you hire professionals, whether designers, builders or skilled trades, you must be diligent in seeking out
their credentials. Your professional needs to guide you toward
solution-based design and surface materials that are properly
specified for your intended use. Don’t be fooled — just because
someone shows you a pretty picture or claims to be “certified”
doesn’t mean they are actually “qualified” for your job.
Your professional needs to be familiar with performance testing
for such issues as: hardness, water resistance, stain resistance,
abrasion resistance, heat resistance, impact resistance, durability,
colour stability, home chemical resistance, bacterial/fungal resistance, washability, renewability, environmental impact, thermal
expansion resistance, and flexural strength.
It’s also important to understand that there are huge differences in fabrication processes and how end results are achieved.
What you don’t see is often as important as what you do and in
the end makes the difference between a cheap price and a good
decision. From upholstery and draperies to cabinetry and counter
tops, fabrication begins with inspecting and understanding both
the limitations and possibilities of surface materials to create options that are best suited to performance capabilities. Success
requires the right tools and competence to do the job within the
boundaries of “acceptable industry standards.”
Finally, here’s a thought about experts. You can’t become an
expert without focused practise and experience. Some say 10,000
hours is a good benchmark. Suffice it to say not all experience
qualifies to be labelled expert — but advice without it is only
“hearsay.” That’s why professionals serve internships and/or apprenticeships, and generally “pay their dues”! The good news is
that many of them do it right here at home around Lake Simcoe.
You just have to ask the right questions to identify them.
LSL
Irene Turnbull has been creating award-winning spaces that people love
all around Lake Simcoe for more than 26 years. For more ideas, visit
her website at turnbullinteriors.com.
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